Evolution®
Fall Prevention Bed

Evolution is a go-anywhere fall prevention bed with a 9” deck low and 30.75” deck high for an ergonomic work environment. The bed transports patients in any high or low position. Rest Secure System™ (RSS) comes standard. Combine Evolution with a low air loss surface to provide alternation, pulsation, rotation, or immersion therapy.

— Focus on fall prevention: 9” deck low
— Rest Secure System™ (RSS) includes bed exit alarm, protocol timer, and scale
— Transports in any high or low position
— Evolution Expandable™ accommodates 42” or 48” mattresses
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1 — The standard Evolution® has a deck low of 9", the lowest full-feature bed frame. Also available, Low Boy®, with an industry-leading 7.5" low deck

2 — Optional expandable deck: adjusts from 39” to 42” or 48”

3 — Rest Secure System™ includes bed exit alarm, protocol timer, and scale

---

**Key Specs**

**BED**
- Low Position: Deck .......................... 9"
- High Position: Deck .......................... 30.75"
- Deck Width (Standard) ..................... 35" or 39" (Standard)  .... 35" or 39"
- Deck Width (Expandable) ................. 39", 42", 48" (Expandable)
- Deck Length .................................. 82" (Length)
- Safe Working Load .......................... 850 lbs. (Weight)

**SIDERAILS**
- Type: Fold Down
- Included .................................. 2 Standard; Foot Optional

**HEAD/FOOTBOARDS**
- Type: High-Impact Plastic

**CASTER AND BRAKING SYSTEM**
- Caster Diameter ............................. 4" (Diameter)
- Dual Brake/Steer System ..................... 4" (System)

**BED ANGLES**
- Head Section .......................... 0 to 58°
- Knee Section .......................... 0 to 49°
- Trend ..................................... 15°
- Reverse Trend ............................. -15°

**OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES**
- Battery Backup .......................... Standard
- CPR Release ................................ Standard
- Floor Safety Mat .......................... Standard
- Footboard Lockout Controls ............. Standard
- Rest Secure System™ (RSS) ............ Standard
  - Bed Exit Alarm, Protocol Timer, Built-in Scale
- IV Pole ..................................... Optional
- O2 Holder .................................. Optional
- Pillow Speaker .......................... Optional
- Seizure Pad Covers ........................ Optional
- Trapeze .................................... Optional
- 6-Port Aux Outlet .......................... Optional
- Color: Mist .......................... Standard
- Color: Cocoa .......................... Optional

**MATTRESS OPTIONS**
Numerous non-powered and low air loss therapeutic surfaces available.
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